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"... Each essay covers a couple of issues about ageing, from just how aging makes the
outdated progressively see time as the essence of their presence to the argument that
everyone compromises with death in later years (enough time in life when we feel the death
that's in us)." —Alan Wolfe, The New Republic"The pessimistic tone of this book is provocative
and really should interest learners and faculty associated with issues of aging. By attempting
to create sense of our existence, Améry reminds us of why human existence is precious."
—Choice"The writing problems and searches, attempting to cut beneath conventional language
and expectations, seeking to delineate qualities of lived experience in their most essential
measurements." —Modern GerontologyFive profoundly shifting and courageously honest essays
about the procedure of maturing by the popular Belgian author of At the Mind’s Limits. if
Améry’s pessimism disparages lifestyle, his humanism reaffirms it.
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Intense and Dense Expression of the Ageing Experience Very intense and dense expression of
the aging encounter that is not for the faint of center. He was relativity young when he
composed this function (his 50's) and knowing how he chose voluntary loss of life a decade or
so later is very revealing as one reads his words.Some aspects were hard to follow, perhaps
because of translation, but overall Jean Amery puts often elegant ways of expressing the truth
of aging that often clarifys my own experience.Small corrections of the other reviews - Jean
Amery isn't a pen-name. while at additional times it really is communing with a kindred spirit
Almost too real view of aging. Amery placed into phrases everything I've begun to note as I
age. Exceedingly Depressing I purchased this book predicated on a review of another
publication that mentioned Jean Amery. My estimation of Mr. Amery's composing is considerably
much less positive than that of the reviewer who led me to the publication. graduations, falling
in love, getting an education, obtaining a job or creating a profession, finding the perfect
wife/husband, purchasing the house, having kids and posting their milestones, pension. I confess
to possess managed to get only through the initial section and portion of the second. The
tone is extremely bleak, the prose is usually tough (all French prose defies easy translation,
IMHO, and comes out sounding imprecise and windy), and the best message is fairly
unrewarding: As it happens that old age is even worse than you feared! Don't pick up this
publication looking for just about any solace. Old age is not all it's cracked up to be! It's a
shame this publication is indeed expensive! It determines their activities.. Excellently presented
(but depressing). Youths live in space and time, the aged only reside in time. It is internalized.
Why? Just how much time will they possess? We live our lives with milestones because; Grim and
somewhat disappointing This book is a compilation of several radio lectures that the Germanor Austrian-born author (the name is a pseudonym) delivered over French radio in, if memory
serves, the 1950s. However the aged have only 1 thing to anticipate in the near or distant
future - Loss of life.Sorry if I'm a downer but I'm just sayin'." After the war he moved permanently
to Belgium and discarded his German name (Hans Mayer), changing it with the Frenchsounding anagram under which his subsequent functions were released. When you become
invisible to others because they can not relate to you. That 'awesome' or that 'No problem' are
being misused. You will be informed you're resisting modification. Or think about when you look
in the mirror and don't recognize see your face?. I got inspiration and direction out of this
book since it analysed and presented new insights into what I was thinking and feeling. Should
you have a modicum of recognition, if you find yourself ripping apart the illusions you resided
under, you will be fascinated by Amery's revelations. One of the great males of the 20th
century Amery had not been French.Well, their's a lot more folks. I understood I wasn't only..
Some have low rated this reserve because it's 'depressing. Neither is it ever talked about the
body pain that will limit your every idea and action... Since it puts it from the selection of so
many who would profit from it. It isn't easy to withstand that change. And no one prepared me
for what is up ahead.But I try not read to this when my mood is already low; He transformed his
name later in lifestyle. The essays in this collection aren't profound just as as his Auschwitz book,
but they explain the workings of a brilliant mind confronting a universal experience. But that
problems is minor.' It isn't as depressing as the real thing. He was an Austrian Jew who
immigrated to Belgium and joined up with the level of resistance in the late 1930s. Like so many
survivors of Nazi torture, he finished his own life. Those retirement guides don't talk about how
the world you grew up in no longer exists and how difficult it is to relate to the new society
when nobody shares your framework of reference. He was captured in 1943 and tortured in
Auschwitz, but survived to help make the experience the subject of his greatest function,

published in English as "At the Mind's Limits. His sentences are often long and convoluted probably because his literary versions had been French. They are worth our highest respect.
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